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LABS/QM® is a middleware from iCD System GmbH, which is particularly aimed at companies
that use the CIS product family. The LABS/QM® closes the gap between the GUS-OS Suite and
the laboratory environment all the way to the end user. LABS/QM® has also been developed for
companies that require a lean laboratory data management to the GUS-OS Suite and want to
expand it optionally in a second expansion stage to a comprehensive LIMS.

The initial situation –
CIS-OS in the laboratory environment
Strategic topics of many modern companies such
as automation in the context of Industry 4.0 do
not stop at the laboratory. The GUS-OS Suite is
widely used in many chemical/petrochemical and
pharmaceutical companies and fulfills numerous
quality management functionalities.
The GUS-OS Suite offers conditional possibilities
of a direct connection of the laboratory device level
and reaches acceptance limits, especially in more
extensive examinations (e.g., GC, HPLC, ICP, RFA,
etc.) as well as in the regulated environment. The
manual transmission of measured values already
available in electronic form thus leads to more
effort and errors. About LABOR 4.0, the availability
of complete measurement data including raw data
is also desired and of outstanding importance,
especially in the case of vertical integration.

Our software solution LABS/QM
LABS/QM® offers optimal functionalities
to connect any measuring instrument and
measuring system directly to GUS-OS.
In addition to the automatic measuring
instrument connection, a possibility for
the mobile acquisition of measurement
data is also provided. The complete data
flow from the measuring device or from
the end user to the CIS-OS suite is thus
bidirectionally mapped.
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More efficient processes in the laboratory
Optimized interfaces accelerate processes

The LABS/QM® middleware also offers the possibility to
record and centrally archive supplementary information,
such as the use of all measuring instruments used as well
as chemicals with quantity as well as images, evaluations,
etc., up to the raw data of the measuring instruments.
Standards such as ASTM AnIML and SILA 2 are fully
supported.
The analytical data such as spectra and chromatograms
can be stored and reviewed within the LABS/QM®
application, regardless of platform and long-term availability.
This enables a GxP/FDAcompliant workflow. In addition,
the middleware LABS/QM® also increases the degree
of automation in the laboratory and thus contributes
significantly to increasing the efficiency of employees and to
a resulting cost reduction of the entire laboratory workflow.

The LABS/QM® has interfaces
certified by GUS-OS (see current
CIS-OS certificate). These web
service-based interfaces can be
adapted to the actual needs through
simple configuration.
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From inspection lot to measuring device –
fully automated laboratory workflow

Range of functions mobile
result recording for LABS/QM

Information from the SAP inspection lots is
implemented directly in the middleware
LABS/QM® and made available to the
corresponding measuring instruments and
measuring systems as tailor-made information.
Using the LabExecutionSystem (LES)
functionality, additional test steps in
LABS/QM® can be added to the CIS-OS
test scope. This information can be used,
for example.B. for sequence creation for all
common chromatography data systems.

• Processing of test orders
• Processing of tests and result input
with SmartEntry-Support
• Interface to measuring instruments
from the tablet or SmartDevice
• Calculation and conversion functions,
e.g., billing of standards
• LES, Lab Execution System, with
comment function on the end device
• Online / offline operation with local
data storage on the mobile device
• 1D and 2D barcode scanner function
• Photo function with storage in document 		
management LABS/QM

With LABS/QM®, the GUS-OS Suite receives
the possibilities of a direct connection of the
laboratory equipment level and supports
the employee with state-of-the-art mobile
technology.

Laboratory workflows for GUS-OS Suite
More transparency, higher performance

Modern companies try to harmonize the software solutions as much as possible and thus significantly
reduce the number of different software solutions. With LABS/QM® you can manage all your laboratory
data in one application and you only need to enter the required master data. If you already have data in
another system, we migrate this data via an automated process.
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Goods receipt
Material release
Sample site
In-process control
Final inspection
Initial samples
Special tests
Stability studies
Hygiene monitoring
Microbiological investigations
Process development
Complaints

•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Test equipment control
Standard & reagents
Customer orders
Web portal for customers
Service laboratories
Research and development
Document management
Raw data archiving (AniML)
Structural data management
Chemical database
Product development
Recipe optimization.

• Project management 		
		 General Material 		
		 Residues Soil Water
		 Wastewater
		 Immissions
		 Emissions
• and many more

Configurability
For the workflows and laboratory areas listed above, LABS/QM®
standard workflows. If you want to configure adjustments for these
workflows, we offer you suitable training. Every customer is able to
customize their own system. This reduces costs while maintaining
maximum flexibility.
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The fully automated laboratory
Increased efficiency through modernization

Raspberry Pi Java GTI Server with USB-Serial Adapters
Raspberry Pi
Java GTI Server

RS-232 USB Adapter

Due to the ever-increasing number of samples and
orders that a laboratory must cope with today with the
same team size, laboratory automation often makes
sense. Here, iCD System recommends focusing on the
processes where the largest amount of data has to
be handled or where a strong routine operation in the
processes is easy to automate. Let our experts advise
you on this.

Use Case

Trouble-free connection

An example of laboratory automation is the
connection of devices. Analytical balances
are connected via a small box supplied and
parameterized by iCD System. Each device
receives its own IP address and can now be
found on the network. The user performs
their weighing and checks the results using
the results capture app on a tablet. After
approval, the data is transmitted to the
LABS/QM® database.

In addition, all devices that are capable of making
data available electronically can be connected.
iCD System supports all common data formats
such as ASCII, CSV, SILA2, XML, AnIML, SQL and
Web Services. We will be happy to advise and
support you with your individual solution to the
automated laboratory.

Advantages of laboratory automation:
• Direct electronic transmission
• No redundant data transmission via paper
• No number rotation due to incorrect reading,
writing down and entry
• Release of results on the measuring device
• Secure fully automated transmission of data
• Cost-effective connection, as several devices
are connected via one access point

Our strengths, your advantages
iCD System GmbH offers you help and support in every phase of your
project. You benefit from 40 years of experience in Laboratory informatics
and will receive a standard solution for all laboratories with state-of-the-art
architecture and optimal connection to your IT landscape.
Contact us, we are happy to support you!
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